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ESSENTIAL THEMES

ACTIVISM: Both President and Mrs. Obama worked to find jobs that were in line with 
their beliefs and used their education, talents, and abilities in service of the people in their 
communities. Do citizens have a responsibility to give back to their communities? How can 

community organizing and social activism change the world for the better? 

FAMILY: The Robinson and Obama families, as well as groups of extended friend families, 
have helped Mrs. Obama become the woman she is now. They also serve as a support 
system, helping her navigate the triumphs and challenges of life in the public eye. How do
our families shape the way we show up? How can families expand beyond those we live with 
or are related to? 

GRIEF AND LOSS: Both President and Mrs. Obama experienced the death of parents and 
loved ones. How do “grief and resilience live together”? Can losing loved ones teach you how to 
love more completely? 

PARENTHOOD: Mrs. Obama makes it clear that one of her most important roles is being a 
mother. Even so, she faced challenges trying to parent her children on the campaign trail and 
in the public eye. What challenges exist for caregivers who also serve the public? How is caregiving 
both an individual and a shared experience? 

POLITICS: Politics as a means to achieve social equality has always been a subject of 
debate. Mrs. Obama expresses her belief that humanity can be helped outside the realm of 
politics. To what extent can politicians change the world for good? What makes political 
changes lasting and sustainable? 

ROMANCE: Mrs. Obama describes her experience meeting and falling in love with 
President Obama in a refreshingly honest way. She describes their partnership as that of two 
people with individual goals, aspirations, and lives who were complete before they met and 
chose to come together to build something bigger in service of humanity and in alignment 
with their beliefs. How do societies romanticize meeting a partner and falling in love? What 
challenges do single women face regarding marriage and courtship that single men do not? 

Review and discuss overarching themes 
present in Mrs. Obama’s memoir.  
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EDUCATION: Mrs. Obama took school seriously, and in her pursuit of excellence, she 
attended and graduated from some of the most respected institutions in the United States. 
With the help of her teachers and her family, she also worked hard to succeed during high 
school. What attributes and traits are necessary in order to achieve excellence in high school and 
college? What barriers exist for Black women that do not exist for others? 

(Continued)
ESSENTIAL THEMES

TRAVEL: The Obamas traveled the world before they became public officials. Mrs. Obama 
describes her travels as healing experiences and opportunities for learning, growth, and 
expansion. What happens on a mental, spiritual, and interpersonal level when individuals 
leave their familiar environments to explore other places? What are some social and economic 
challenges that exist for people from minoritized or underserved communities looking to travel 
abroad? How can those be overcome?
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1. How do Mrs. Obama’s childhood experiences 

with her great-aunt Robbie shape her pursuit 

of excellence?

2. What do we learn about Mrs. Obama’s 

character after her fight with DeeDee? Make 

a prediction about how this lesson might help 

her later in life. 

3. Mrs. Obama speaks in chapter 4 about “a habit 

that has sustained me for life, keeping a close and 

high-spirited group of girlfriends whose wisdom 

I can rely on.” Who is in your inner circle? Make 

a list of those you feel you can truly rely on. Who 

relies on you? 

4. In chapter 4, Mrs. Obama recalls that “it’s 

because of my mom that whenever I catch the 

scent of Pine-Sol, I automatically feel better about 

life.” What scents or other sensory memories 

remind you of your caregivers and the comforts 

of home? Write or record yourself talking about a 

short vignette or moment in time, using as much 

sensory detail as possible. 

5. When Mrs. Obama says, “Most of my new 

high school friends were Black, but that didn’t 

necessarily mean that our experiences had been 

the same,” she describes different ways of being 

BECOMING ME

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

Black and an awareness that Black people 

are not a monolith, or all the same in cultural 

or ethnic expression. What different ethnic 

or cultural groups within Blackness have you 

learned about or experienced, either personally 

or indirectly?

6. When Mrs. Obama says, “Failure is a feeling 

long before it becomes an actual result,” she 

is commenting on a suggestion of failure 

planted by a counselor who was supposed to 

encourage her to succeed. Have you ever felt 

that someone implied you would fail before you 

even tried to succeed? How did this affect your 

willingness to try? 

7. What is the importance of the Third World 

Center at Princeton? How does it represent a safe 

space for students identifying as Black? Do you 

have such a space in your learning environment? 

Who are the mentors or trusted adults who make 

it work? If you don’t have one, what would it take 

to create one?

8. Mrs. Obama says in chapter 6, “At 

Princeton I was representing my race.” That 

responsibility, coupled with the awareness 

of how overwhelmingly male and white the 

environment was, meant that “anytime I found 

Use the following questions for 
book club conversations.
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my voice in class or nailed an exam, I quietly 

hoped it helped make a larger point.” What are 

some of the interpersonal and institutional barriers 

Black women face that others do not? How can 

allies lift some of the weight of representation for 

minoritized people in predominantly white,

cis male spaces? 

9. In chapter 8, Mrs. Obama says, “I thought of 

myself basically as knowing three languages. I 

knew the relaxed way we talked on the South Side, 

and the formal speech of the Ivy League, and 

now I spoke Lawyer, too.” This is known as code-

switching and is an aspect of living in almost every 

society, especially in one with as much historical 

and institutional segregation as the United States. 

Do you or anyone you know have experience with 

code-switching? How does it help you connect with 

people in different spaces? Is it possible for people 

to code-switch into a cultural group or ethnicity 

to which they do not belong? Make a prediction 

about how this might serve Mrs. Obama in her 

future position as FLOTUS (First Lady of the United 

States). 

BECOMING US

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

1. How is President Obama different from any 

other individual Mrs. Obama knows? What 

characteristics drew her to him? What makes him 

“like a unicorn— unusual to the point of seeming 

almost unreal”? 

2. Compare and contrast Mrs. Obama’s 

personality as a “box-checker” with President 

Obama’s personality. How were their upbringings 

and families different and the same? 

3. In chapter 9, Mrs. Obama states that “Barack 

was a unicorn, after all, with his unusual name, 

heritage, and ethnicity. He was used to having to 

prove himself, pretty much anywhere he went.” 

How do you suppose Mrs. Obama could relate to 

Mr. Obama in this instance? 

4. How does Mrs. Obama go about changing 

hiring practices in her law firm so that more 

minoritized people could be employed there?

What are examples of long-held hiring practices 

that perpetuate systems of exclusion and

prevent inclusion? 

5. What does Mrs. Obama notice about President 

Obama that shows her the kind of partner he 

will be? What do these realizations teach her 

about herself? 

6. In chapter 9, Mrs. Obama says, “I had always 

thought that you could work your way out of just 

about any problem. Suzanne’s cancer was the first 

real challenge to my way of seeing the world.” How 

does this loss change her perspective? 

7. How does Mrs. Obama’s father, Fraser 

Robinson III, influence her life? How does his death 

affect her? 
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8. How is having a job different from having a 

career? Consider Mrs. Obama’s experiences in city 

hall and the law firm. Which one appealed to her 

head? Which one appealed to her heart? 

9. How is President Obama’s “simple, inspiring 

faith that if you stuck to your principles, things 

would work out” complementary to Mrs. Obama’s 

approach to life? 

10. Why is the Obamas’ vacation to Kenya 

described as “a pilgrimage”? 

11. How did Mrs. Obama’s work with Public

Allies and President Obama’s experience with 

Project VOTE! prepare Mrs. Obama for her role

as First Lady? 

12. How did Mrs. Obama find comfort and 

support after her miscarriage? 

13. Why doesn’t Mrs. Obama want President 

Obama to enter politics? Does she change

her mind?

14. In chapter 14, Mrs. Obama describes some 

initial responses from Black community members 

to President Obama’s decision to enter politics: 

“Barack wasn’t a real black man, like them— 

someone who spoke like that, looked like that, 

and read that many books could never be.” What 

does this reveal about divisions within Black 

communities and internalized notions of what it 

means to be Black in America? 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
15. Compare and contrast expectations of male 

professionals with those of female professionals. 

What observations does Mrs. Obama make 

about professional inequities once she becomes 

a mother? 

16. In Washington, Mrs. Obama became “Mrs. 

Obama in a way that could feel diminishing, 

a woman defined by her man.” Consider how 

American politics has been historically dominated 

by white males in positions of power. How 

might Mrs. Obama, given what you know of her 

character, create a life for herself in such a place? 

17. How do the Obamas continue to define 

themselves as individuals while building a

family together? 

18. Why doesn’t Mrs. Obama like questions about 

how the Obamas are different from others on the 

campaign trail? 

19. Describe some of the initial backlash Mrs. 

Obama faces while living life in the public eye. 

How does she react to it? What metaphor does she 

use to describe emotional violence inflicted by the 

press, critics, and political opponents?

20. What are Mrs. Obama’s emotions on 

election day and night, and how does her life 

change after that?
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BECOMING MORE

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

1. The position of First Lady has no official title or 

description. How did Mrs. Obama look to those 

who came before her for guidance? 

2. What pressures do the Obamas face that are 

unique to their family? 

3. How was President Obama’s inauguration 

unique? Look beyond his being the first Black 

president of the United States. 

4. What changes do the Obamas make to both 

policies and the physical space to make the White 

House more uniquely theirs? 

5. How was Mrs. Obama’s work as the First Lady 

complementary to and an extension of President 

Obama’s goals and initiatives? 

6. When President Obama spoke before a joint 

session of Congress on February 24, 2009, Mrs. 

Obama observed, “The absence of diversity 

was glaring—honestly, it was embarrassing—for 

a modern, multicultural country. It was most 

dramatic among the Republicans. At the time 

there were just seven nonwhite Republicans 

in Congress—none of them African American 

and only one a woman. Overall, four out of 

five members of Congress were male.” Has the 

makeup of members of Congress changed since 

2009? Do you think it has changed permanently? 

Why do you think the US government has 

remained overwhelmingly white and male for so 

long, even as America becomes more racially, 

ethnically, and culturally diverse? 

7. How does the White House staff become like an 

extended family for Mrs. Obama, similar to those 

she had in Chicago, on the campaign trail, and

at Princeton? 

8. How does Mrs. Obama carry her family values 

with her as she travels the world to see new places 

and meet new people? 

9. How does Mrs. Obama merge her old life as an 

organizer and activist in Chicago with her new life 

as First Lady of the United States? 

10. What does the White House garden that 

Mrs. Obama began symbolize or represent? 

11. What challenges does Mrs. Obama face when 

deciding to work to combat childhood obesity? 

How does she decide to meet them? 

12. What challenges does Mrs. Obama face 

regarding the press that President Obama does 

not? How does she overcome them? 

13. How does the Obama White House get young 

people involved in events to make sure they feel 

included and valued? 

14. Describe how Mrs. Obama serves as a 

goodwill ambassador as she travels the world with 

President Obama. 
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
15. On the presidential campaign trail for the 

second time, Mrs. Obama says, “With my soft 

power, I was finding I could be strong.” What is 

soft power? Do you have it? If so, how can you use 

it to make the world better? 

16. Does knowing more information about how 

the Obamas were personally affected by the Sandy 

Hook school shooting in Connecticut and the 

shooting of Hadiya Pendleton in Chicago change 

your understanding or perception of history? Of 

the state of gun violence in America? 

17. Compare and contrast the young people 

at Harper High School with the shooting victims 

in Sandy Hook, as well as society’s response to 

violence in each of these communities. What are 

some reasons for differing responses by the public 

and the press?

18. How do the Obamas resolve the problem of 

public demand for access to their personal lives? 

How does this solution serve as both a boundary 

and a reminder of the Obamas’ humanity and 

right to privacy? 

19. Mrs. Obama quotes President Obama and 

says, “You may live in the world as it is, but you 

can still work to create the world as it should be.” 

Do you believe people can be rooted in the world 

Adapted from the Becoming Reader’s Guide created by Julia E. Torres,
veteran language arts teacher and librarian in Denver public schools


